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What is culture?

  the customs, arts, social institutions, and
achievements of a particular nation, people, or
other social group

New Oxford American Dictionary

 For our purposes, the culture of the college is the customs,
institutional memories, achievements, and learning styles of
all of us in our institution.

 As a result, when we need to effect changes in the above, as
in the mandated changes of the SLOAC process, we need
to study our college culture to find the best way to go about
this.



Because pulling together works best …



What is your college culture?
Take a moment to answer your pretest questions.

Think about:

What resources does that culture provide?

What challenges does it present around SLOAC?



Describing a Culture of Curiosity

 Willing to ask the hard questions

 Eager to use research to explore hypotheses

 Open to a variety of possible diagnoses based on the data



The FoothillFoothill College culture...

We are

 Heavily involved in shared
governance

 On the Quarter System

 Living 30-45 miles from campus

 On the cusp of generational change

 Block scheduled

 Allowed only 2 flex days a year

 Very WHY driven

 Weathering leadership changes

So, our SLOAC process is

 Embedded in existing governance
structures

 Scheduled well-in advance to
accommodate commute
schedules

 Repeated at various time slots
with multiple points of access to
the information

 Created to intrigue and
entice—with a coolness factor

 Focused on the rationale and the
imperative



How did we begin?

Based on our anthropological snapshot…



We introduced a new way of
looking at learning













Enter the Convocations

Spring 2008 - Intro to SLOAC

•The Conceptual Framework and Our Mandate

•Student Learning Outcomes And All That Jazz

•Lunch

•Department Planning Sessions

 



Continuing the Conversations…



The DARED Process

 Define
 Assess
 Reflect
 Enhance
 Document

 Knowing our college culture, our motto became
“Start slow and get it right”



The Gentle Cycle: Our ONE3 Project

 One Course

 One Outcome

 One Cycle

 Over one entire year

 With supporting workshops and consultations

 PIE Wednesdays and handbooks,

 At least that was our plan!



Meanwhile…

 We also developed a new program review process that kept
our SLO work at its core

 We planned a one-year SLO process that shepherded the
conversations in each department.

 We completed our FRAMES pilot

 We were working on assessment simultaneously…at the
institutional, program, and course levels…

 …while developing a vibrant college-wide conversation
around teaching and learning



The Layers of the Process

Course Level Course Level SLOsSLOs



SLOs Begin With Faculty Choice



And then Program ReviewAnd then Program Review

 Our Program Planning Committee consisted of 2 faculty
members, the Vice President of Instruction, a Dean, and
2 Classified Staff (our culture of shared governance)

 We announced the 5 year cycle at our Opening Day
2008 in a fun, lottery style drawing

 Program Plans were and are being written in all three
areas: Instructional, Administrative Unit, and Student
Services.



And the next layer of the circle:And the next layer of the circle:
FRAMESFRAMES

 Foothill’s Rubric Assessment Model
for Evaluating SLOs.

 This project was initiated in Fall 2005
to create useful assessment tools to
enhance and measure Foothill
College's institutional student learning
outcomes at the course level.

 Each of the four FRAMES teams had
between four and six faculty members
representing a variety of departments
across campus.

 Each team spent about a year
developing and testing the rubric
assessment tool and using the tool to
assess between 100 to 150 student
artifacts from departments across
campus.

The Four C’s

 Communication

 Computation

 Creative, Critical, and
Analytical Thinking

 Community/Global
Consciousness and



We had a plan!
And it was progressing…



But then…
 the Letter Arrived and the plan changedthe Letter Arrived and the plan changed

 The letter said

 Our course correction became…



And again we needed to look to our
college culture to determine how we

were going to make this work.



Acceleration
It was February 2009

Our Site Visit is Fall 2011



We entered the very fast track…

 180 hours of workshop time!

 Deadline of June 30, 2009 for SLOS for all 3000 courses

 Assessment of 1/3 each quarter thereafter

 Reflection due Week 3 of the Quarter following the
assessment

 A re-design of our Course Management Program to
accommodate our SLO work

 Division Meetings



A Look at Our CMS Form

 We embedded the SLO
process into the system
we already used.

 We began a push to
complete a huge
amount of SLOs in one
Quarter



 We designed it
with our
Webmaster and VP
of Marketing.

 A One Year
Project became
rapidly accelerated

What An SLO Reflection Looks Like



We wanted simple
but elegant.

We needed robust
reporting capabilities.

A Form that Functioned



Completed SLOs

 We made huge progress!

 Pick a department and a course to explore our public
database of Course Level SLOs

 This is what we do!



Integration with Campus Governance

 To continue acceleration, we looked at what was already
happening in our campus governance structure

 The structure itself was changing in response to “the
letter”

 Their Spring 2009 charge was to Review Goals of IP&B,
Study Models of Integrated Planning/Budget Structures;
ReviewGuiding Principles; Generate Ideas



Decision Making Starts With Student Learning



A Continuous
 Cycle



Acceleration of Institutional Learning Outcomes

 Winter 2010 Convocation: February

 Continue nurturing the teaching and
learning journey

 Assessing student work with peers
across disciplines

 Making it thematic
 and fun

 A Test-Run for
Spring workshops



Culture is REAL: How would
yours respond to a demand for

extraordinary effort?

Take a moment to look at what you wrote on the Pretest.
What would you do to Accelerate?



Responding to ACCJC within our Culture

 Shared Purpose

 Coherent Vision

 It’s all connected

 Sense of Play

 Two –Way Communication

 Workshop design

 Newsletters

 Convocation programs

 Listening & Asking

 Be Present

 Celebrate!



Shared Purpose

It IS actually about learning AND
teaching



Focus on Teaching to Market the Process



Winter 2010 Update



Our Outcomes

 A Campus Awareness of SLOs

 Accepted Follow Up Report

 Integration into our governance structure

 The foundation for continuous improvement built upon
our culture



Ask, Listen and Support
 Begin by listening

 What would students say they are learning in a particular
course.

 Provide CORs for all classes

 Provide Bloom’s Taxonomy

 Provide many examples of SLOs for that departments courses

 Provide multiple examples of how to assess an individual SLO

 Provide a Handbook with written support

 Demonstrate how the documentation form will be used.

 Write SLOs!

 180 person hours in workshops!



The Big Picture

 Knowing your Terrain

 Zooming in for a
homegrown cycle

 Maintaining a focus on
the big picture



Questions?
(and thanks!)
ArcaRosemary@foothill.edu

GilaniDarya@foothill.edu


